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*Providing clients with the highest quality legal representation in
South Carolina
*Giving clients an extraordinary level of personal service and respect
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REXY’S RECIPES: TEX-MEX
BURGER
THE BEST AMONG US:

CHILDREN’S TRUST OF SC
FIRM SNAPSHOT: FRIENDS OF
THE FIRM
TEXTING
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*Upholding the rules that keep families and communities safe
*Being one of the most respected, successful law firms in South Carolina

FRACTURE DUE TO DEFECTIVE
PRODUCT

by Kenneth Berger

Earlier this year, I heard a well-respected CEO talking about his
company’s core values. Rather than give you my thoughts on his speech, I
want to share with you my firm’s own core values (i.e. the “why” behind
our mission):

INFANT SUSTAINS SKULL
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& DRIVING: SHOULD

ANYONE BE HELD LIABLE
OTHER THAN THE DRIVER?
ANNOUNCING OUR NEW
INTERN PROGRAM

*Restoring the good name of lawyers
*Educating the public about how to find a great lawyer for their case
*Putting principles and people first
So what are your core values? What do you care about so deeply that it
guides, defines, and provides the “why” behind what you seek to accomplish?

Disclaimer: Any result I may achieve on behalf of one client in one matter does not necessarily indicate similar results can be obtained for other clients.
In addition, some of these results were obtained in connection with other firms. I am a South Carolina injury lawyer, not a miracle worker.
I evaluate every case on its own merits and only accept a limited number of new cases every year.
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Infant Sustains Skull Fracture Due
to Defective Product
In 2012, a six-week old child
suffered a traumatic brain
injury (TBI) when his baby
bather collapsed, causing him
to fall to the floor. When the
child’s head struck the floor,
his skull was fractured in two
locations. Along with a skull
fracture, the Infant experienced bleeding on his brain.
"Company X" manufactured
and distributed the unsafe,
defective product that caused
the Infant’s TBI.
For two nights, the Infant
remained in the pediatric
intensive care unit (PICU)
under the supervision of
neurologists. Since being
discharged from PICU, the
Infant has been subjected to
additional doctors’ visits and
tests. At present, he appears to
be a well-adjusted little boy,
and there are no signs of
permanent injury.
Company X recalled its defective bather after this incident.
Sadly, it took the Infant’s skull
fracture - and injuries to other
children - for Company X to
remove this needless danger
from communities across our
country.
When Company X chose to sell

a dangerous product to American families, they placed
millions of children at risk.
Their safety violations could
not go unaddressed. The lack
of attention and concern that
leads to unsafe products is
unacceptable. The Infant and
his mother had to receive
justice, and their community
needed to be protected. In
South Carolina, jurors are
charged to protect their
community and serve as its
conscience.

PREP: 25 Mins
Cook Time: 15 mins
Servings: 4

Rexy’s Recipes

Tex-Mex Burger
via allrecipes.com

Ingredients:
1/2 cup mayo
1 tsp cajun seasoning
1 1/3 pounds ground beef sirloin
1 jalepeno peper, seeded & chopped
1/2 cup diced white onion
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon cajun seasoning
1 tsp worcestershire sauce
4 slices pepperjack cheese
4 hamburger buns, split
4 leaves lettuce
4 slices tomato

We reached a fair settlement of
this case in early 2014. Though
Company X attempted to argue
that a warning on the bottom
of the bather exonerated them
of any liability, we responded
by asking: “Why was the
product so dangerous as to
Directions:
need the warning; why was the
warning not more visible, and (1) preheat grill for medium-high heat. in a small bowl,
how little would it have cost to mix together the mayo and 1 tsp of cajun seasoning. set
aside.
simply make the product safe?”
When children sustain injury
in South Carolina, parents do
not have to take on the insurance company by themselves.
Please don't allow an insurance adjuster to blame you or
your child for someone else’s
dangerous choices. We are here
to help.

(2) in a large bowl, mix together the ground sirloin,
jalapeno pepper, onion, garlic, 1 tablespoon cajun
seasoning, and worcestershire sauce using your
hands. divide into 4 balls, and flatten into patties.
(3) lightly oil the grilling surface, and place the
patties on the grill. cook for about 5 minutes per side,
or until done. during the last 2 minutes, lay a slice of
cheese on top of each patty. spread the seasoned mayo
onto the insides of the buns, and top with lettuce and
tomato to serve.

The Best Among Us: Children’s Trust of South Carolina
In South Carolina, it is a sad reality that thousands of our state’s children are abused every year. On
top of that, we hold the low ranking of 45th in the nation for overall child wellbeing.
The great people of South Carolina are capable of doing so much better for our children, something
that the Children’s Trust of South Carolina knows very well. This organization, which just celebrated
its 30th anniversary, is dedicated to strengthening and supporting public and private efforts to keep
SC children safe. They strive to create environments in which children can thrive through programs
such as Prevent Child Abuse, Safe Kids, and Strengthening Families.
For more information about Children’s Trust of South Carolina, call 803-733-5430.
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HERE AT THE FIRM, WE WELCOME VISITS FROM OUR CLIENTS, FRIENDS, AND THEIR ADORABLE BABIES!

Texting & Driving: Should Anyone be Held Liable Other Than the Driver?
driver, not Publix that should be on the hook for any
wreck. Likewise, it is the driver who opens the text
message, takes their eyes off the road, and crashes
into someone who must account for the harm they
cause. The driver chose to endanger our community.
The person sending the text did not force them to
open the message anymore than a grocery store
requires you to open a bottle of wine before leaving
the parking lot.

In August 2012, a New Jersey court ruled that
people who knowingly send text messages to drivers
could be held liable for injuries caused by the
distracted driver. The case arose from a terrible
motorcycle collision caused by someone who was
"texting and driving." The driver in that case is obviously liable for the catastrophic harm he caused the
motorcycle riders.
Conversely, I disagree with the court's ruling as it
relates to the individual who was texting the driver.
To hold someone liable for texting a driver would be
like holding a grocery store liable for selling someone an unopened case of beer or bottle of wine. It is
not the grocery store's responsibility to keep the
driver from opening the bottles until he gets home. If
someone buys a 6-pack of beer at Publix, and
proceeds to drink & drive, it is the irresponsible

I handle lots of motor vehicle crashes. I believe in
personal responsibility and strict enforcement of the
roadway safety rules that are in place to prevent
harm. In fact, I believe South Carolina's legislature
should ban "texting and driving." However, we must
draw lines and only hold actual wrongdoers accountable for the harm they cause.
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Announcing Our New Intern Program

With the addition of our new wing, we are now ready to offer unparalleled internship opportunities to
self-motivated, reliable, solution-oriented young people. There aren't many "once in a lifetime" opportunities
for unpaid interns, but this is one of them.
If you know students with an interest in law, marketing, or business, and who want to work in an innovative business with a team of people committed to the greater good - and for a boss who will appreciate their
talents while consistently challenging them to be their best - have them send a resume and short writing
sample to our COO, Jason Savage (jsavage@bergerlawsc.com).

This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, civil
litigation, and workers’ compensation issues. The information contained in this publication
is not legal advice. Every case is different. The information in this newsletter may be freely
copied and distributed as long as the newsletter is copied in its entirety.
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